Cortical oscillatory activity and the dynamics of auditory memory processing.
Oscillatory activity in the gamma-band range (>30 Hz) has been proposed as a correlate of cortical network synchronization. In human electroencephalogram (EEG), enhanced gamma-band activity (GBA) has been found in relation to processes ranging from visual gestalt perception to selective attention, learning and memory. We used statistical probability mapping to investigate oscillatory signals in magnetoencephalogram (MEG) during different types of auditory processing. GBA at frequencies between 50-90 Hz was increased over posterior parietal areas during auditory spatial processing and over anterior temporal/inferior frontal regions during auditory pattern processing. GBA followed early auditory cortex responses after about 130 ms, suggesting serial processing along the putative auditory dorsal and ventral streams. During short-term memory tasks, additional frontal gamma amplitude enhancements were observed, and coherence was increased between putative sensory storage regions and prefrontal networks. These empirical findings have raised some questions concerning research on oscillatory activity. In contrast to EEG, in which gamma responses are spectrally and topographically widely distributed, activity in MEG shows more narrow distribution. This could be attributable to the higher sensitivity of MEG to smaller, more local networks that may synchronize at higher frequencies. In addition, the significance of different dominant frequencies within the gamma range still has to be elucidated. Finally, there have been suggestions of a link between GBA and hemodynamic measures of brain activity which should be explored further. In summary, oscillatory activity in MEG may provide unique information about both the activity of local networks and cortico-cortical integration.